HELPING YOU SEE THE WOOD THROUGH THE TREES

CLIENT SOLUTION DELIVERY
CLIENT PROJECT MANAGEMENT

We know that the pressures you and your teams face are changing. We understand that you are increasingly being required to manage an eco-system of legal services providers, be a business partner and strategist and act as an enabler of “speed-to-contract” through design, process design and the creative use of technology. We also understand that the risks you face are changing too - and that those risks need managing in a holistic way.

Optimising an in-house team

- New technology implementations will often require changes to process and roles responsibilities.
- Tension between technology enabling and technology driving more efficient operating models.
- Often significant efficiencies can be unlocked through simpler process changes:
  - Low hanging fruit
  - Release capacity to manage more complex technology projects

Our Client Project Management solution uses a hand-picked team of business and legal experts to work with you to tackle these challenges head-on - to help you free up capacity and expertise.

WHAT WE OFFER

Client Solution Delivery - Partnering to understand, advise and, with you, deliver solutions to your challenges

Contract Management - Single contact to manage a portfolio of projects

Transaction Project Management - Specialist Project Management

Optimised Project Management - Optimised Project Management
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To deal with the very specific challenges you face every day, we have created GUIDE – a five-stage project management model adapted to the legal services industry. It enables us to work together to tackle people, place, process and technical challenges while effectively managing risk and ensuring a high quality service.

We find having the right people in the room is the key to identifying the best solutions. We handpick individuals from a team of business and legal specialists to best suit your brief.

Getting to the heart of an issue can’t be taken lightly – we host and facilitate a variety of ‘labs’ workshops and sprints to hone in on your specific issues.

We develop full implementation and delivery plans, expanding the team to include additional expertise where necessary. Getting the job done is key and working with you are we can.

With you, we develop a range of solutions to suit your specific needs. These can be small or large from legal project management on a specific matter to creating a process driven solution that minimises risk.

We review how the project has gone to ensure that we deliver the value promised and together we have met your requirements.

Working in conjunction with one client we created significant capacity for their team by developing a self-service contract for their procurement team saving them time and reducing risk.

We enabled volume leasing which reduced financial risk and improved quality through data integrity by working with a key client to deliver an end to end process driven by automation and artificial intelligence.

We contract large framework agreements with a specialist contract manager to ensure our client has a single point of contact. We also seamlessly manage all parties on a contract and ensure that reporting and billing are one track.

We advised a key client on the procurement approach for a key strategic project – bringing together legal, procurement and technical expertise.

On a large transaction for a fund one of our dedicated Legal Project Managers ensured that the transaction was managed on time and within scope across multiple jurisdictions.

The session was really valuable in helping us understand what our key requirements are and how technology can help us with our legal challenges. 

(1) The session was really valuable in helping us understanding what our key requirements are and how technology can help us with our legal challenges. 

Our Model

Examples of Guide in Action
OUR TEAM AND OUR TOOLS

Our team is made up of a diverse group of business, management, legal and technology experts. Core members of our team include:

JODY JANSEN
Head of Innovation & Architecture
+44 (0)20 7759 6580
+44 (0)7468 354049
jody.jansen@gowlingwlg.com

LOUISE HEATHCOTE
Head of Business Improvement
+44 (0)121 393 0129
louise.heathcote@gowlingwlg.com

RICHARD LOWE
Client Contract Manager and Legal Project Management Expert
+44 (0)121 393 2229
richard.lowe@gowlingwlg.com

Our digital solutions

We use a variety of proprietary and generic technologies to create bespoke solutions that can help create efficiencies and solve problems. In addition, unlike other legal services providers, we have a unique joint venture with a firm of artificial intelligence developers – Avail - ensuring whatever your challenge, we can find a solution.

WORKING TOGETHER

UNDERSTANDING
- Your business
- Your priorities
- Your pain points
- Your capabilities
- Your expertise

LEADING
- Planning
- Implementation
- Evaluation

ENSURING
- We do what we say we will do
- In the time we say we will
- To the budget we agree

And where we can help and where you want us to help...

And where we can help and where you want us to help...

TAKING THAT PRESSURE OFF YOU AND YOUR TEAM

CONTACT US

If you’d like to find out more, get in touch:

LOUISE HEATHCOTE
Head of Business Improvement
+44 (0)121 393 0129
louise.heathcote@gowlingwlg.com

RICHARD LOWE
Client Contract Manager and Legal Project Management Expert
+44 (0)121 393 2229
richard.lowe@gowlingwlg.com

JODY JANSEN
Head of Innovation & Architecture
+44 (0)20 7759 6580
+44 (0)7468 354049
jody.jansen@gowlingwlg.com

LOUISE HEATHCOTE
Head of Business Improvement
+44 (0)121 393 0129
louise.heathcote@gowlingwlg.com

DAVID LOWE
Partner
+44 (0)20 3636 7 852
+44 (0)7717 335960
david.lowe@gowlingwlg.com
Gowling WLG (UK) LLP is a member of Gowling WLG, an international law firm which consists of independent and autonomous entities providing services around the world. Our structure is explained in more detail at www.gowlingwlg.com/legal.